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Expected return - Wikipedia
Hi Guys, This video will show you how to find the expected return and risk of a single portfolio. This example will show you the higher the risk the higher the return. Please watch more videos at ...
How to Calculate Expected Return With Beta ... - Sapling.com
The expected rate of return is the expected return per currency unit (e.g., dollar) invested. It is computed as the expected return divided by the amount invested. The required rate of return is what an investor would require to be compensated for the risk borne by holding the asset; "expected return" is often used in this sense, as opposed to the more formal, mathematical, sense above.
To be expected - definition of to be expected by The Free ...
The expected value can really be thought of as the mean of a random variable. This means that if you ran a probability experiment over and over, keeping track of the results, the expected value is the average of all the values obtained. The expected value is what you should anticipate happening in the long run of many trials of a game of chance.
Calculate the Expected Value in Roulette - ThoughtCo
The expected value is one such measurement of the center of a probability distribution. Since it measures the mean, it should come as no surprise that this formula is derived from that of the mean. To establish a starting point, we must answer the question, "What is the expected value?"
Expectedly - definition of expectedly by The Free Dictionary
Expected return The expected return on a risky asset, given a probability distribution for the possible rates of return. Expected return equals some risk-free rate (generally the prevailing U.S. Treasury note or bond rate) plus a risk premium (the difference between the historic market return, based upon a well diversified index such as the S&P 500 and ...
Expected synonyms, expected antonyms - FreeThesaurus.com
Define expectedly. expectedly synonyms, expectedly pronunciation, expectedly translation, English dictionary definition of expectedly. v. ex·pect·ed , ex·pect·ing , ex·pects v. tr. 1. a. ... The term can also refer to having a foretaste of something expected: ...
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
Define expect. expect synonyms, expect pronunciation, expect translation, English dictionary definition of expect. v. ex·pect·ed , ex·pect·ing , ... Anticipate sometimes refers to taking advance action, as to forestall or prevent the occurrence of something expected or to meet a wish or request before it is articulated: ...
How to Calculate the Expected Return of a Portfolio Using ...
unexpected: adjective abrupt , accidental , astonishing , chance , extemperaneous , extempore , fortuitous , impetuous , impromptu , impulsive , inexpectatus ...
Expect - definition of expect by The Free Dictionary
In order to calculate the expected return on bonds, you will need the bond's par value as well as its purchase price. Par Value and Bond Maturity. The par value of the bond is the face value on that bond. Most corporate bonds have a par value of $1,000.
What Is the Expected Value in Probability? - ThoughtCo
Capital Asset Pricing Model - CAPM: The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) is a model that describes the relationship between systematic risk and expected return for assets, particularly stocks ...
The Formula for Expected Value - ThoughtCo
De gratis service van Google kan woorden, zinnen en webpagina's onmiddellijk vertalen tussen het Engels en meer dan 100 andere talen.
Google Translate
For example, if you calculate your portfolio's beta to be 1.3, the three-month Treasury bill yields 0.02% as of October of 2015, and the expected market return is 8%, then we can use the formula ...

Free The Expected
Define expected. expected synonyms, expected pronunciation, expected translation, English dictionary definition of expected. v. ex·pect·ed , ex·pect·ing , ex·pects v. tr. 1. a. To look forward to the probable occurrence or appearance of: expecting a phone call; ...
Expected financial definition of expected
Expected definition, to look forward to; regard as likely to happen; anticipate the occurrence or the coming of: I expect to read it. I expect him later. She expects that they will come. See more.
Expected | Definition of Expected at Dictionary.com
Expected return The expected return on a risky asset, given a probability distribution for the possible rates of return. Expected return equals some risk-free rate (generally the prevailing U.S. Treasury note or bond rate) plus a risk premium (the difference between the historic market return, based upon a well diversified index such as the S&P 500 and ...
Expected - definition of expected by The Free Dictionary
Define to be expected. to be expected synonyms, to be expected pronunciation, to be expected translation, English dictionary definition of to be expected. v. ex·pect·ed , ex·pect·ing , ex·pects v. tr. 1. a. ... Synonyms: expect, anticipate, hope, await
Expected Return financial definition of Expected Return
The expected value is very much a measurement of the center or average. It indicates what will happen in the long run every time that we bet $1 on red. While we might win several times in a row in the short term, in the long run we will lose over 5 cents on average each time that we play.
Expected | definition of expected by Medical dictionary
Expected return on an asset (r a), the value to be calculated; Risk-free rate (r f), the interest rate available from a risk-free security, such as the 13-week U.S. Treasury bill.No instrument is completely without some risk, including the T-bill, which is subject to inflation risk. However, the T-bill is generally accepted as the best representative of a risk-free security, because its return ...
How to Calculate the Expected Return on Bonds | Pocketsense
ex·pect·ed (ek-spek'tĕd), In probability theory and statistics, interchangeable with mean or average; it need not be a probable or even possible value. For instance, the expected number of children in completed families may be 2.53, but that is not a possible size of any actual family. Patient discussion about expected Q. What to expect from a ...
How to find the Expected Return and Risk
Synonyms for expected in Free Thesaurus. Antonyms for expected. 13 synonyms for expected: anticipated, wanted, promised, looked-for, predicted, forecast, awaited ...
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